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Community Partners Education 
Foundation, inc. (CPEF)

Who we are:

A volunteer organization with the sole mission to support education of metro Atlanta 
students.

Our Vision:

To enhance curriculum, secure the latest technology to support the education of 
students, provide students with tools needed for academic success, and support a 

healthy school environment (safety, food, health, etc.)

Our first project:

Work with APS to restore, renovate and reopen the Harper-Archer Middle School 
Planetarium and Theater.



Harper Archer 

Planetarium Team
Five Planetarium Scientists:

Retired

- Jim Summers

Emory University 

- Dr. Richard Williamon

Fernbank - Dr. Edward Albin

Helping Planetariums Succeed -

Phil Groce

BPA Architechs – Keith Starnes

Charter CPEF Partners:

First and foremost, Atlanta Public Schools

Charter Board Members:
Board Chair - Sherry B. Williams

Allstate – Doug Hollis

Community Leader - Cathy Richard

Emory University - Dr. Richard Williamon

NPU-H&I Education Chair – Mary Palmer

McDonald’s Franchisee – Linda Melton

Alumni Supporters:
Allstate – Doug Hollis

NPU-H Past Chair - Cathy Richards

Thornton Funeral Home – Hershell Thornton, Jr,

Watkins Funeral Home – Willie Watkins

Wings of Faith - Bishop Dreyfus Smith;

Shirley Allen, Raymond Boykins, James Boykin

David Hollis, Alvin Miles

Fire Batalion Chief Montero Stidwell,

Lee Little, Jesse Little.

Sherry B. Williams, Stephane Williams



Community Supporters

NPU-H&I Education Chair – Mary Palmer,

DeKalb County Teacher - Valerie Lewis

DeKalb County Retired Teacher – Gail Harper 

(granddaughter of C. L. Harper)

Millennium Soul Music Group – Xavier Lewis

Jackson Memorial Baptist Church-Rev. Thomas Hurston

Mt. Calvary Baptist Church - Rev. Douglass Stowers

Greater Mountain Baptist Church-Rev. D.D. Prather

Men's Warehouse - Paul Vaughn

Atlanta City Councilman - Michael Bond

Sen. Horacena Tate, Rep. Sheila Jones,

Commissioner Emma Darnell,

Atlanta Puppetry Arts -Tanner Slick

Home Depot (Jonesboro) – Terrance Rhymes

Little Cleaning Services – Dee Little

McDonald’s Franchisee – Linda Melton

Oracle Corp. – Lorilyn Owens

Arts Consultant - Julian Tillery

Fulton County School Counselor - Ramona Carter

NPU-H Chair – Kathy Crawford

Retired Fire Captain Jack Harris,

C.L. Harper Grand daughter – Gail D. Harper

Harper-Archer PTSA

Councilman C.T. Martin



Technology grants

U.S. Government Grants (USGG)

National Science Foundation

N.A.S.A

3M Corporation

National Science Foundation -- http://www.nsf.gov/funding/azindex.jsp

The NSF funds research and education in science and engineering, through grants, contracts, and cooperative agreements.

The Foundation accounts for about 20 percent of federal support to academic institutions for basic research.

Verizon Foundation -- http://foundation.verizon.com/

Verizon Foundation supports programs that create innovative eSolutions, help bridge the digital divide, foster basic and 

computer literacy, help enrich our communities, and create a skilled workforce. The Verizon Foundation is focused on using 

technology to solve critical social issues in the areas of energy management, education, and healthcare. Through the support of 

our employees and resources, we help address the needs of communities around the world.

Funding Available 



The original Harper-Archer Planetarium opened more than four 

decades ago a a 40’ dome facility with more than 90 seats. It represented 

the latest in planetarium technologies and served several hundred 

thousand Atlanta Public School (APS) students during its lifetime. It 

presented educational programs specifically designed for school students 

to meet science curriculum objectives.

In addition to its value as an educational resource, the planetarium 

also served as a community center for astronomy and space science 

education. When it closed several years ago, it left a void in APS’ science 

education programs.

Planetariums for decades have been created worldwide to serve the 

cause of formal and informal astronomy and science education – to offer 

students and their families a sense of place in a universe far bigger than 

themselves. 

Planetariums create environments that immerse audiences in sight 

and sound, taking them to places in a way that classrooms, books, television 

or computers cannot. With the current emphasis on STEM education, the 

need for the Harper-Archer Planetarium is greater than ever.

Recently there has been a revolution in planetarium technologies. The 

new content format is called “full-dome digital” and consists of high-

resolution still, movie/video, and real-time computer visualizations that 

cover the entire projection dome screen. This new show format has many 

advantages. 

Project Overview 
and Background

Full-Dome simulated collision between Milky Way and 

Andromeda galaxies, courtesy Space Telescope Science 

Institute. 



Full-Dome Digital
More immersive and visually more 

powerful, treating the entire dome as a 
presentation canvas. 

Real-time computer visualizations can 
show the universe in three dimensions, 

treating planets, stars, comets and 
galaxies as physical objects located in 

three-dimensional space. 

Using precise satellite measurements and 
the laws of physics, objects move in both 

time and space, creating a 4-D 
experience. 

Example of a full-dome image , Image courtesy of 

allsky.de 



Full-Dome Digital
Because all projections are digitally created and play 

back on computer systems, programs can be presented 

to visualize any subject, whether it be Astronomy, Space 

Sciences, Biology, History or Art. Anything

that can be visualized by still cameras, video cameras, 

and computer graphics or simulations can be projected 

in full-dome format. This versatility makes planetariums 

a very powerful tool for formal and informal education 

and family entertainment. 

Actual Full-Dome displays of molecular models representing the contents of a

cup of coffee (right) courtesy of Ott Planetarium, Weber State University, Ogden,

UT.



Full-dome projection will make the 
Harper-Archer Planetarium 100% 

compatible with other major 
planetariums around the world, 

allowing the same programs 
developed in New York, Chicago 
and Los Angeles to play Harper-
Archer with no compromise of 

quality. 

Full-Dome Digital

Milky Way sky in infra-red, courtesy Spitzer Telescope Science Center 



Actual full-dome planetarium images courtesy of Konica Minolta Planetarium

Left: Aurora at Yellowknife, Alaska Right: Eagle Nebula Fly-Through

Today, planetariums combine traditional sky simulations with the latest computer display 
technologies. Full-dome digital display technologies allow instructors to expand the simulations to 

show the sky as seen over a million years of proper motion. 

Through robot eyes, students can now explore the surface of Mars or fly through the rings of 
Saturn or journey to hypothetical planets orbiting nearby stars. Now it is possible to take the latest 
data sets from space-based and earth-based observatories and display over the entire dome the 

universe in visible, infra-red, radio, ultra-violet, x- ray and gamma ray wavelengths. 



To meet the needs of the greater Atlanta 
Public School students and the greater 
Atlanta community, the Harper-Archer 
Planetarium presents a cost-effective 

opportunity to re- invent itself as a modern 
planetarium and state-of-the-art science-

teaching tool that immerses its audiences in 
fulldome imagery. To reach this goal, the 

planetarium design team has analyzed the 
current space, and have identified the 

necessary steps and costs. 

The Harper-Archer Planetarium 



Several years ago the Harper-Archer planetarium 

was gutted to install a sprinkler

system. All of the planetarium technology 

including the planetarium dome was removed

and discarded. It has since served as a workshop 

and storage facility for the Middle

School.

The planetarium space recently benefited from a 

new electrical service panel and a new

air-handling system. With good electrical supply 

and an updated mechanical system,

this empty is space is a great opportunity to 

rebuild the Harper-Archer Planetarium

without incurring the cost of constructing a new 

building.

CURRENT CONDITIONS



Proposed Work Plan
 Phase 1: Programming and Facility Assessment Phase (In Progress)

 a. Identify desired outcomes and goals.

 b. Identify existing planetarium space to be used to achieve the outcome.

 c. Identify regional equipment and design professionals that have prior 

experience with planetariums.

 d. Make examination of the likely areas in the school with equipment and 

design professionals to ascertain full scope of work that will be necessary.

 e. Establish written and graphic documentation regarding work scope, 

budget estimate, and work plan to achieve the desired outcome.

 f. Present findings to APS

 g. Obtain approval to do the project.

 h. Complete contracts with equipment and design professionals for their 

work scope.



Proposed Work Plan

Phase 2. Schematic, Design Development and Bid 

Documents

a. Equipment and design team obtain existing school drawings from 

APS for use in creating new design documents.

b. Equipment and design team visit the site and conduct dimensional 

and systems verification and survey.

c. Architect to meet with City of Atlanta building and fire code 

personnel to review planned scope of work.

d. Produce schematic design and present for approval to APS and 

school

personnel.

e. Proceed to design development phase, complete, and present for 

approval to APS and school personnel.

f. Proceed to bid phase.

g. Complete bid documents, present documents to APS and the City to 

begin permit review and application.

h. Obtain all pertinent final comments from APS and the City, and 

incorporate into final bid set of documents.

i. Advertise the project for bid, pre-qualify general contractors, and 

coordinate the bidding phase with APS for public works bid protocols.

j. Open bids and review with APS and school personnel.

k. Award of construction contract to the successful low bidder.

l. Planetarium equipment is ordered and prepared for delivery.



Phase 3: Construction and Operational Phase

1. Conduct pre-construction meeting with the eventual 

General Contractor.

2. Contractor commences work at the site. A four month 

construction schedule should be sufficient to complete 

this work.

3. Bi-monthly review of construction progress by the 

design team.

4. Completion of construction and facility sign-off by APS, 

the City, and the design team.

5. Coordination of delivery and installation of 

planetarium equipment between General Contractor, 

equipment supplier, and architect.

6. Operational testing of the equipment.

7. Move in by school personnel assigned to the 

planetarium.

8. Soft opening to present the planetarium to key 

personnel prior to formal opening.

9. Grand opening.

10. Operational use by the school and APS.

11. One year warranty and inspection period.

12. One year inspection by the General Contractor, 

equipment supplier, and architect.



Projected Capital Improvements Budget



Projected 
Operational 

Costs



Construction Scope Outline
The construction work shall be limited in scope to three levels within the existing 

school now designated as maintenance shop and storage.

All work noted is interior renovation work, with the lone exception for exterior work 

being a revised exterior concrete pad, ramp, and railing at the location of the 

exterior door leading outside from the planetarium space. I included this after 

review of the site conditions, which will require an ADA ramp out of that door and 

onto the existing sidewalk. This work is minimal to achieve proper ramp 

compliance. We will use the two existing exits that are adjacent to the planetarium 

space as our means of egress from the room, and thereby avoid having to cut a new 

door into the exterior wall at the rear of the planetarium space, between the two 

existing storage rooms. There will be one item of work scope outside the existing 

entry lobby off of the main circulation area. This will be a new handicap lift that will 

have to be installed for ADA reason, so as to get disabled occupants of the school up 

and down at the area of the existing interior steps. It is a standalone unit but it will 

have to be fitted to the side of the steps and electrical will have to be run to it for 

operating power.



Affected Areas that will 

Require Renovation 

Main School Area - Level One: Scope of Work for 

the area that we will call the Main 

Lobby/Exhibition/Science Classroom:

 Area of Lobby Space is 56' x 28' = 1,568sq.ft.

 Area of adjacent office space that we will use for 

the elevator is 16' x 9' = 144 sq. ft.

 Affected area of handicap lift at existing steps 

outside of Lobby Space = 14' x 6' = 84sq.ft.

 The two-stop elevator and elevator shaft will be 

fitted inside the area currently shown as the 

office space.

Intermediate Level - Level Two: Scope of Work for the area 

of the floor space between the upper Lobby Area and the 

lower Planetarium Hall:

 Area is currently used as storage and is 16' x 9' = 144 sq. ft..

This room will house the elevator shaft but the elevator will not 

stop on this level.

 The room will be renovated to include ordinary finishes and 

will serve as a small storage room when complete.

 There will be one door into the room, not two as there is 

now. The door and frame in one wall will be removed to 

accommodate the new elevator shaft.

 The existing floor area around the new planetarium dome 

on this level will no longer be considered a storage space, 

as it serves right now.

 There will be no occupancy on the floor area around the 

dome. It will be purely a service

access area and there will be no storage in this locked-off 

space.



Affected Areas that will 

Require Renovation 
Planetarium Hall - Level Three: Scope of Work for 

the area that will house the new projector, new 

seating, and renovated areas for support spaces.

 Area that will be used for the seating and projector is 

currently used for storage and is approximately 1,600 

sq. ft.

 Two light lock rooms are 10' x 8' = 80 sq. ft., each.

 Egress corridor, which we will use as an exit path, is 

36' x 6' = 216 sq. ft.

 There will be a new cased opening in the wall to 

allow egress from the Planetarium Hall to the 

corridor, and then out to the exterior.

 Two exsiting storage rooms will be converted into 

new support spaces. Each are approximately 120 sq. 

ft..

 Two existing rooms of general storage that are next to 

the existing exterior door will be retained as storage 

for the Planetarium. Approximately 192 sq. ft. total.

Two existing stairs from Level One down to 

Level Three will need new stair treads and

handrails, as well as painting and base 

installation. Each are approximately 16' x 9' = 

144 sq.ft..




